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when G.A.F. “Tony” Tcfvnesend wrote 
to Mayor Eric Sherwood advising him
fall, said den Boer, because the N':t.-;:nwhile. Aid. Jay Rangel told
' ■- ■ 1-Describing the .situation as “urgent”, to ayor Enc Sher ood adv.s.ng
- .. _ Idrth Saanich council has finally moved ol the problem and asking for action
V - . ' . .'#to stem the threat of the bark beetle in This followed Townesend’s eai
municipality’s tree cutting projects were council he had inspected the Ardmore
alt scheduled for that time. area and saw two separate problems; the
rlier■' ’ ,' t t t t r t f t r tl  i
'^Ardmore forest — more than five communications with den Boer in which■s,X‘..iXX.r'X-X:X'..:'-X::X X.::■■
Upon being informed of the beetle immediate danger to power lines and
infestation, den Boer said he contacted homes of the dead trees; and the in-
. .. anths after the initial complaint. the engineer had been asked to cut down both federal and provincial forestry lestat on of the bark beetle.
B.C. Hydro ptrsJ 
Rangel said, ad; 
dangerous dead.; 
shortly. ^ V. .; V;
Regarding infV ; ;; V 
beelle, Rangel sa; •
’ The federal Pacific Forestry Research infected trees. personnel. “The provincial people “In discussion with the engineer limb and say, ';
, Centre in Victoria has agreed to assess
^ ^ihe problem and submit a study to
. ‘ •■'V' ”f)uncil’s engineer Leo den Boer within down the dead trees in Ardmore that
lie next few weeks, den Boer will then presented a danger to homes and power
,^port back to council with the findings.
However den Boer said the earlier virtually washed their hands of it,” said regarding Ardmore, Land’s End and There are
request from Townesend was only to cut replied in effect, ‘Go • Deep Cove, removal of dangerous trees
^ ^ away, don’t bother me.’” is well in hand,” said Rangel.
However, federal forestry personnel He said the municipal work crews “has a sense of
Aid. Alan Cornl. ■
1 The Ardmore problem came up at the 
)uncil level for the first time Dec. 17
'V, '
...... ....... .... *... -'-r
lines, and did not concern a beetle in- agreed to a study and will determine if have taken down all dead trees that are
festation. there is a beetle problem and possible
The matter was postponed until this means of eradication.
would like to see xx'Xi'xx, 
dangerous except those near power winter. ? 1 . ,v
lines. Those cannot be removed until We should h '•
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Giirtis''offers:Finance Minister FI ugh Curtis, an- 
V Vi nounced • Saturday a; renewed effort is ; 
t ; ;;Sunderway' to saveVfinanciaily troubled 
VvVAvTrident Aircraft'Ltd'.J ';V
Curtis,: who claimed he was “more v , ; V ;.i? .J
optimistic than before” about the 
company’s survival, said the , B.C.
;,;t““Development ;Gorpqraiion was working “ V ; Accordingvto Derrick
on overcoming Voutstanding problems; vf director “ of material, vA the * O;!
/Lx'XXnnp hv'nnA’'>VV:'..‘'',,,.2 '.r':'. “one by onc”“r ;
■ •" U ,a ♦-» /N » rii-v r*rN<-v»*n n'-.: -- i'— .A - - K 4 ^ 1 ' ri X-t ■■ ••
Dav
noted the corporation had a from McDonnell-Douglas Cor.'“
mandate to assist large and small major U.S. plane builder.
XXX
-m~ -O’ "S ¥ ' t ' immcdiale layoffs and told for other pans manv,
S ® M jg .■ || there is a .Strong possibility the company Canadian military personr;'
u V;\.. .-‘t. .V.; ' ' v;";.' ’
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chief;;sharchbldefyAlan Eyre VtoldyStaff ■’ 
just pripr to their vacation that official 
Scuba divers combined their annual been received
polar dip with a harbor clean-up Bbxing ;§ granting Trideht - approval to 
Day off Sidney Wharf and carne up with || “ manufacture parts V for non-military V
the usual number of weird items junked ft aircraft. ; “ “y
intothescadurihgthelastT2m0nths.;^^ "
Working for one hour, some 24 divers: 
between them cleared the bottom sea in 
the wharf area and the garbage was later 








' ■' . V
Chick Goodman, of Rinipac Divers 
Ltd,, started the annual cleah-up when 
he opened his store bn 5th Street, 
Sidney, five years ago. ; “This year,” 
said store manager Laura Theal, “the 
weather was nice and sunny, more divers 
took part and there was less junk than 
usual to bring up,"
After their cWlly dip, the “harbor 
cleaners” finished off with a hot shower 
and a drink at Rimpac's.
Prize for the most tinusual piece of 
garbage was won by Dave Henderson 
and Larry McDonald, who brought up a 
whole raw egg — unbroken. Mijton 
Coombs and Doug Crossen brought up 
the most junk; Graham Teague and 
Waldo Twaddle managed to find the 
most botllc.s, Biggest single item was 
found by Freda Oanlzcr and Dati 
Wcstinghousc.
Conservative MP Donald Munro was 
renominated at the meeting of his 
Esquimall-Saanich constituency 
association Friday night.^
Though Munro faced no opposition 
in his bid for the nomination, he was 
confronted by questions from some 25 
: employees of Trident Aircraft Ltd. in 
the post-nomination question period.
The employees promised to make the 
government's decision to cut off fun­
ding to the plant “one of the hottest 
issues in the election as farus the Island 
is concerned.” 1
Derek Young, manager of production 
control,at thcTrident plant, charged the 
Clark government with failing to keep a 
commitment made earlier in the year by , 
the Trudeau administration to provide 
$6 million in federal funding.
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______ ,.......................... .. . .. . ......... ^........ - ............ , „ . .. have broken the seawall, leaving loosely was dumped along tlic toe of the natural
Ister Alex Fraser on the seawall at accident'to his 12-ycar-old son Graham pijcked piles of rubble and large , slope below the road to control erosion.
'■xxr'.xx y X y :  , ; vhS iNo action is planned by Highways Cross ,wrote to Fraser following an
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x:X'':X'Xxx::. ';XxXiX^x^-(X-'^^xyX'xxL;m^^^^^ North Saanich, isn’t wlicn he was playing on Pat Bay Beach
Ba Bc cli and Larry Cross, 10127 Oct. 2 when a large rock gave way
' u ■ ' iithflcd. “ and rolled on to his foot, sma.shing two J.uri;,
r vestigaied the seawall and that no
boulders along the shoreline. Cross says. 
Fraser, however, says his staff in-
'However, some younger people may 
elect to 
from boulder
' . : • “ •• 1 Cross says he’s going to ask North hones. “ HWhnnr/ov
‘ '1 , - laimieh council for its siipport to get the Cross says the condition of the rock ; j . g , ^
^ . • I - ' iwall repaired and he also Intends to .scawnll on the bcach i.s dangcrous. lt ^
• iHrmronch Finance Minister and Saanich was constructed some years ago but over ‘ ^ ' '
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Some 120 pieople at­
tended the annual Knights 
of Pythias Christmas turkey 
bingo Dec. 13. Winners of 
turkey raffles were 
Margaret King and Beth 
Kennedy. As well, 15 
turkeys were given as prizes 
for bingo winners.
A spokesman for the 
ojga nization’s bingo 
littee said the evening
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The first in a series of four articles on the 
new Family Relations Act by Gordon Hardy 
What share of a prosperous farm should a wife get 
after helping her husband work it for 30 years?
None or little was the decision of the Supreme Court 
of Canada in a similar case in 1973, a mcision which 
immedately came under fire from many quarters.
But last year the Supreme Court reversed itself and 
gave a divorced Saskatchewan housewife, Helen Marie 
Rathwell, a 50 per cent share in the 2,4(X) - acre farm she 
and ;her husband had worked together since 1947.
“Mrs. Rathwell did the chores when her husband was 
busy on the land,” the judgement said. “She looked 
after the garden and canned the produce; she milked 
cows and sold the cream; she drove machinery, bailed 
hay, provided meals and transportation for hired help 
and kept the books and records of farming operations.”
A similar view is now reflected in B.C.’s new Family 
Relations Act, proclaimed just this year (1979). Under 
the old law, each spouse was presumed to own what he 
or she held title to. The Family Relations Act of 1972 
made some changes in that.
But the new law makes some big changes: “What’s 
exciting,” says Vancouver lawyer Diana Davidosn, “is 
that it recognizes there are two main functions to be 
discharged in a marriage, one an economic one and the 
other a caring one.
“Previously the economic one was the only one 
recognized as fully valuable. Now they’re equal. The 
J child-rearing, cooking and cleaning and so on are as
' ; VIEW
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: At Reasonobl* Prices
-Pick Up -Take Out
2470 Beacon Avo. ^ ^ 656-1812
important as an outside job.” '
The new law presumes that all property used 
support and care of the family - like the house, fai 
car, furniture and family bank accounts - are 
a.ssets and are owned equally by either spouse.
Family assets may also include pension plans, 
intangibles like the professional “good will” o 
doctor’s practice or even a celebrity’s right to 
his or her name.
Another Vancouver lawyer, Anne Rowles, specif^
“If either of the spouses or a child of the spouses, u 
an asset, then it is a family asset.”
“Use for a family activity” is the key phrase here 
However, the ink is barely dry on the act. Until judges'-,, 
provide interpretations of the new. law with their 
decisions, it’s debatable what the courts will see 
family assets. -
What about a husband’s business, for examig ' ' , . '
According to Davidson, there are very few assets t® ‘ 
won’t be involved in the family’s activity: “If the mot/ 
from a business is used to support a family, then g 
business is used for a very important family activity, . . f
“Most business assets in a marriage of .-i 
duration,” she said, “will probably be consi(i| 
family assets.
The new law also recognizes an indirect contril®^;/ 
to the family assets, like the one Helen Rathwell^* 
with her years of work on her husband’s farm.
“Wives who have been looking after the house 
child,” Rowles says, “will be able to make a . 
against the business assets on the basis that she^' /" 
the husband to get on with the business."
Some critics of this provision have prediettW- *
will result in the division and destruction of m; ‘ :
businesses.
I'--- " - ' ' ll
But Davidson points out that the law cl - ^
judges to vary or change the 50-50 split accordi\ ' .
circumstances of the case. They may, she says,I ’’ ' ■
different division if the 50-50 split could hurt a ll ' ’ ' ^ ^ J
or where it might be too hard on one of the spou^ j ^ ^ J
Or, since the act wants to encourage each perk \ ' ' - p
become economically independent, a non-working ' ||||
may get a greater portion until she is back in the ^
‘What the courts can’t do is vary the split on t - ' ' PI
is that one of the spouses is a louse,” she says, “l' - fl
iduct of the parties is not one of the factors that L ' - .
intr, Qf-r-rviint in. rtil/iHinn VVia nrr,norf\r XJi . ' ' _ ' ...................... _
basis that
con ct f t  rti s 
be taken into account in dividing the property. 
that’s a very big change.”
The law affects the division of any family ass 
bought before or during a marriage. But it is lot 
triggered when the marriage breaks down. This is wh) 
is called a deferred division of matrimonial, property
it is deferred until there is either a separation agreerne| 
a divorce,-an annu^ or a court order sayirig therag
no reasonable prospect of conciliation between tl H
spouses. _ / - V \ ■ II
"K ,;;A(\;:Nex(: M afil tenanciE!N;''a-a^'ce"*-a new deal. ~ y|
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p^^elegram
Continued from Page 1
Gas company 
granted hearing
some 200 people — mainly employees 
and their spouses.
At the meeting, Victoria NDP MLA 
Charles Barber suggested that a major 
U.S. aircraft manufacturer is interested 
in taking over Trident.
Barber said Grumman Aircraft Ltd., 
which holds an 8 per cent interest 
already in Trident, has carried out 
studies indicating it could sell between 
800 and 1,200 Trigulls.
He warned the U.S. aerospace giant is 
likely waiting in the wings to take over 
the Sidney-based company or increase 
. its holdings if federal funds cannot be 
mustered to save the firm.
Barber said that in that case the plane 
would likely be manufactured in the 
5 U.S.
4? _ Donald Munro, Conservative MP for 
^^Esquimalt-Saanich, also seated at the
? head table, was the target of many
questions.
Munro was repeatedly asked why the 
federal government, elected last May, 
had withdrawn its support when a 
successful production start is so close.
Munro countered that the problem 
was inherited from the previous Liberal 
administration. In response to Barber’s 
suggestion of possible foreign takeover, 
Munro said the Foreign Investment 
Review Agency would have to approve 
the Grumman purchase first.
In turn, Munro wanted to know why 
the company had waited so long to 
consider making parts for other aircraft 
firms and why shareholders had only 
put up $1.7 million so far while the 
federal government had either provided 
or pledged $7 million.
Some of the employees on hand said 
the firm had only recently acquired 
equipment to perform outside work and 
only needed to wait for federal approval 
; to make the parts.
Elected officials from both Sidney 
t and North Saanich were also in at­
tendance and spoke out in favor of the 
plant and the employees.
The following day, Dec. 21, North 
Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel, with the 
\ support of Mayor Eric Sherwood, asked 
the B.C. government to extend its in­
terim financing for Trident until the end 
of January.
Rangel said he sent telegrams to 
; Premier Bennett, Finance Minister 
Hugh Curtis and Industry, Tourism and 
5 Small Business Development Minister 
Don Phillips. He asked for urgent 
; consideration to ■ save Trident , and 
v! “avoid a Black' Friday for a highly 
^ promising B.C. enterprise. : :
“Black Friday is a reference to^ the
1959 production halt of the interceptor 
Arrow by the administration of John 
Diefenbaker,” said Rangel.
“Hopefully, if a provincial gover­
nment follows through, the federal 
government will match its effort until a 
new government is in place in 
February,” Rangel said.
Elsewhere, the B.C. government has 
been charged with trying to blame the 
federal government for the failure of the 
Trident project.
In apparent contradiction of Finance 
Minister Curtis’ most recent statements, 
federal small business minister Ron 
Huntington said, “They (the B.C. 
government) wanted to kill the project 
more than two months ago.
“Now they’re trying to hang it all on 
us so they can come out of it looking 
good. Everybody’s trying to bail out of 
it now.
“If they’re so sure of its success, why 
don’t they back the whole thing? They 
won’t because they know it won’t 
work,” said Huntington.
Huntington said that in October he 
allocated S5{X),(X)0 to pay Trident’s 
November payroll and was rebuked by 
the B.C. Development Corporation 
which wanted to know why he didn’t 
just “let the project die”.
“They paid the December payroll so 
now they’re saying we killed it. They 
were furious with me for keeping it 
going in November and now they’re 
trying to make me out as the villain.”
Huntington said his decision on the 
Trident project is final.
Finally, the Sidney and North Saanich 
chamber of commerce has come out in 
support of the project and has reeled off 
two telegrams stating their position.
One telegram sent to Huntington 
expressed the chamber’s “disap­
pointment” at the decision “to force 
closure of the Trident plant in Sidney 
without having visited the facility.”
The chamber urged Huntington to set 
up a meeting between federal, provincial 
and company officials, “in view of the 
conflicting analysis of consultant’s 
reports and the urgent need for federal 
support to this fleeting aircraft in­
dustry.”
The other telegram went to Munro 
asking him to intervene. The chamber 
said: “As many factors are being in­
terpreted differentiy by federal, 
provincial and company officials” a 
meeting is needed at the Trident plant.
also attempted to 
enlist the support of the Canadian 
' chamber Of commerce and the Greater 
Victoria chamber. ‘ "
It may be only for in­
formational purposes, but 
North Saanich council has 
requested more details on 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Limited’s proposed pipeline 
to Vancouver Island.
Council has asked R.F. 
O’Shaughnessy, company 
vice-president and general 
manager to make a 
presentation at a January 
meeting.
Council’s request follows 
a letter from
O’Shaughnessy which 
accompanied a report 
outlining the proposed 
pipeline.
Aid. Jim Cumming said 
the report was es.sentially a
description of a proposal to 
bring the line from 
Williams Lake to Powell, 
River and then to the Island 
— mainly to supply pulp 
and lumber mills.
Pacific Northern Gas is 
owned in part by West 
Coast Transmission and is 
only one of two gas 
companies competing for 
the right to build a pipeline 
to Vancouver Island. B.C. 
Hydro is the otlier.
“The indication is that 
cither one will want a 
franchise for the 
municipality,’’ said 
Cumming, “which of 
cour.se is the municipality’s 
prerogative.”
ient Til® ^yg ^clor.
The only' stearh"carp0t clsa?tar ^ 
with tlw Vibrating .bnish.
Cleans upheristery too!
You can do it younelf. Just 
see how Rug Doctor’s 
exclusive vibrating brush 
steam cleaning^action 
goes to work on / 
your home, auto, R.V.,1> 
carpets & upholstery!
— SIDNEY SUPER FOODS, 2531 BEACON
AVE., SIDNEY ;
— BRENTWOOD HARDWARE, TRAFALGAR 
SQUARE, BRENTWOOD. 652-2822.
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The Kinsmen Club of 
Sidney wiir host the first 
; blood donor clinic on 
Vancouver Island in 1980.
' It will be held 3 to 8 p.m.
3 at Sidney Travelodge 
i bn Beacon Avenue.
• The need for blood is 
; expected to be critical by
;,| thc time of the clinic since 
:: there will have been eight 
idays without any clinics in 
Sthe previous 12 days — the 
K need-for blood never takes a 
holiday, unfortunately, but 
f donor teams must, says a 
I Canadian Red Cross 
; : Society spokesman.
■ Vancouver Island clinics 
, have become a major 
’ source of whole blood for
• all B.C.’s hospitals as the 
lower mainland has become
.’the only source of blood 
i fractions for the province, 
s This situation has been 
vbroughi about by 
? developments in blood 
^ science and medical
treatment which have seen 
the need for blood com­
ponents change from 30 per 
cent of all blood collected in 
the mid ’70s to 70 per cent 
today.
With this change has 
come the problem of 
collecting 70 per cent of the 
province’s blood donations 
within a fwo-to-six hour 
journey from Vancouver, 
which has the only 
laboratory in the province 
that can produce the 
fractions.
Blood that is not 
processed within a short 
period of time after 
donating will not yield the 
range of blood fractions 
needed today, but it is 
essential where whole blood 
is required by the patient — 
usually In the case of ac­
cidents and major surgery 
such as heart and lung 
operations, the spokc.smnn 
..says, "
The Saanich peninsula 
accounts for 10 to 11 per 
cent of all blood collected in 
B.C.,It therefore supplies a 
third of the province’s 
needs in whole blood.
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Major concerns
for 1980
When we consider the astounding rate of 
technological progress today we must also 
marvel at the snail’s pace of developments on 
the political front.
Our political processes have remained 
substantially the same for years — which 
means they proceed slowly on most things 
because our politicians are so busy protecting 
I their flanks that they cannot see what is 
coming up ahead.
So, although we have some modest hopes 
of things that may be achieved in the coming 
year in our local communities, there is 
; nothing that can be taken for granted. For 
this reason we would like to state our majof 
concerns for 1980.
First, the proposed breakwater-harbor.
debated; for as long as this 
newspaper has been publishing— well over 
60 years. Always, there seems to be some 
I factor which causes the project to fall by the 
I wayside and already it is now twb years since 
;—e Sidney-North; Saanich chamber of 
::: commerce began spearheading the break-
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Sidney council has not exactly thrown a 
bucket of water over the idea, but what we 
seem to have had is a steady, tepid lack of 
enthusiasm and delay which promises to 
make the project stillborn. This is an attitude 
we find puzzling when we consider that the 
breakvyater has the support; of the business 
ppmmiinity,,. and . despite our endeavors to 
discover significant opposition from 
residents, there appears to be none.
Currently, there are not enough berths for 
resident boat owners, let alone visiting 
yessels. And we should remember that 
construction of a breakwater-harbor would 
not only provide more jobs locally — on a 
short and long term basis -— but would likely 
see: an end to the moribund state which has 
afflicted; SO: many of our businesses in the 
.community.,''':
; Of course we; want to investigate the 
probilems any such development would .cause 
— and the ways around them. Traffic, for 
example, would increase if there were 800 
berths at the bottom of Beacon Avenue.
But to date, all Sidney council has done is 
to investigate sources of funding for a traffic 
'.study.,
Money for break water development, from 
a combination of governmental and private 
sources, is available. That is not the stum­
bling block. Until council gives the green light 
■— and satisfies itself about any objections — 
no one else can move. To our local 
rcprc.scntatives therefore we say: caution is all 
very well in its place but it should not be used
to excuse timidity or stonewalling when what 
people want from their representatives is 
leadership and action.
While the breakwater project promises to 
improve the overall ecpnomlc climate of the 
area, there * is an even more immediate 
problem on the economic front — the Triclent
Aircraft siuiation.vlf the right decisions arc 
npl takcn here, local people arc going to be 
out of work and British Columbia will lose an 
opportunity to develop an industry which 
includes the promising Trlgull aircraft.
As always, the spectre of a takeover from 
south of the border and a shift of the plant 
there is looming as a distinct possibility.
In the midst of the current mess, there is 
obviovisly a degree of mutual buckpa.ssing 
going on. Both federal and provincial 
governments have been involved in the 
funding and have been watching over 
developments, but from the degree of 
disjointedness whicli has resulted it seems to 
have been one of the less fruitful government- 
industrial ventures.^
However, it now appears, according to 
Finance Minister Hugh Curtis, the provincial 
government is now looking into the matter 
urgently.:,,;,,.
Hopefully, there will be a speedy resolution 
to Trident's financial prohlems.
Pedestrian safety has been the focus of 
much public attention in North Saanich these 
: ; last;fe\v months -— particularly following the 
traffic deaths of a local mother and child 
while walking along Birch Road.
However, the issue is not, or at least should 
not be,'“pedestrian safety: for or against?” 
No one — and that includes all the members 
of North Saanich council — is against safer, 
v.,.t^"walkways. That would be like being against 
good government.
Rather, the real problem is how much 
: safety? Ajid it’s on this ■ question that the 
: tough decision-making and problem-solving 
must be concentrated.
: ^side the question of funding for
improved walkways in North Saanich, just 
how far do residents want to go to ensure 
pedestrian safety? Is posting speed limits 
enough? Or on the other hand, should there 
be sidewalks along every road in the 
municipality?
how will increased pedestrian 
routes ^t; into current plans to keep 
development to a: minimum while retaining 
j^he ‘rural’’ atmosphere of North Saanich?
Residents; want pedestrian safety possibly 
• at the price p|paved roads and sidewalks? = 
These are all questions that have to be 
answered shortly. The problem they present 
was clearly 'indicated by engineer Leo den 
I Boer wheg he tpld, council that provisions are 
being made at present for walkways or path­
ways along-yoads under construction. “But 
we have country road standards it is 
impossible,’’ said den Boer. Country roads 
- thos^ populat blit narrow unpaved roads 
that do;riot leave much room for pedestrian 
.'Traffic.'
Though Aid. Edgar Farthing has come up 
with a compromise that would see the 
municipality construct pathways not 
anywhere near the roads, it remains to be seen 
if the suggestion is viable. ^
In the meantime, North Saanich residents 
will have to ponder whether they want a rural 
municipality with all its hazard's or increased 
pedestrian safety and all that it might include.
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60 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
The Review did not publish during the first week in 
1920, but resumed publication Jan. 8.
SO YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
Frmn tlwJIan. 2,1930 Issue.
GAMGES — On Saturday morning Mr. Charlie 
Nelson, while driving the truck of the Salt Spring Island 
Trading Co., met with a serious accident. As he was on 
his way to lunch, on turning off tlic road opposite Mr. 
Peters' garage, to avoid a passing vehicle, the wheels of 
ilie truck locked, and turned completely over. Mr, 
Nelson was found pinned between the truck and garage 
and was quickly released and ruslied to the Lady Minto 
Hospital where it was found lie was suffering front cuts 
and bruises and a severe fracture of the bone below the 
knee. He is reported to be recovering,
40 years AGO THIS WEEK:
From llicJuii, 3,1940 Issue.
On New Year’s Day, a .scvcn-pdiind .son was born to 
Mr. and Mrs, Stephen Anderson, of Victoria, at Rc.st 
Haven Hospital. Mrs, Ander.son wa.s formerly Mi.ss 
Irene Tuitc of Sidney.
Residents throughout the Saanich Pcnlnsiiln and Gulf 
Islands bid farewell to 1939 and welcomed in the New 
Year in many and various time-honored fashions — and 
19,39 is now a year in (he past I 
Some attended midnight .shows, dances, house 
panics, etc,! promptly at 12 midnight whistles and 
sirens sounded over the land giving warning of the 
passing of the year.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wakefield, Third Street, have 
reuirned home after visiting for a month in Winnipeg 
with relatives and friends.
JO YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
From (he Jnn, 4,1950 Issue.
Vfr. find Mrs, W.A, Font'er, of Bn/an Avcmic, Sid­
ney, celebrated iheir golden wedding miniver,sary bn 
Jan. I . 'Hiey were married on Jnn. 1,19(X> at Lake City, 
MIchIgnn, USA, and have lived in Sidney since W3,
The first baby to be born in the new year in Sidney 
was a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Wilkie Gardner. Mr, 
Gardner is the popular proprietor of the Sidney Cash 
and Carry. The baby girl was born at Rest Haven 
Hospital at 4:05 a.m. on Jan. 2. Mr. and Mrs. Gardner 
have not yet decided on her name.
New Year greetings from the weather man brought 
storm and, blizzards to the Gulf Island and Saanich 
Peninsula when one of the rno.st severe .storms of recent 
years struck the area. After a wet ending to the old year, 
.snow began to fall at about 7:30 p.m. Dec; 31. With 
occasional respites for a few liours, it continued to snow 
until Jnn. 3—a full 7.7 inches in all.
The snow was accompanied by a .strong wind and a 
record low temperature of 14 degrees. Reports of frozen 
pipes and .stalled cars were coming in over the holiday 
until Wednesday^ when the temperature eased.
20 YEARS A GO THIS WEEK:
From the Jim. 6,1960 Issue,
•The route for the new highway to the proposed 
Swariz Bay ferry lermiriul has been finalized. Tlic high­
way will travel nortliward from Snndown Park, culling 
tlirough the west side of McDonald Park and tiv'wa to 
Swartz Bay, '
Work on the new terminal is hoped to begin In early 
spring following acquisition of the site — presently 
owned by Coal Island Ltd.
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
FromlhcJmi.7,1970 issue.
A mere decade ago frcslv coffee was going for 69 cents 
n pound or $1.33 for tlic two pound bag If you really 
wanted to save your pennlc.s.
Elsewlicrc in Sidney grocery stores, lO-ouncc cans of 
tomato soup were four for 4.3 cents; 16-ounce bread was 
^slx loaves fbr $1; and bnijuoomtis.suo went for 49 cents 
lor lour rolls,
If you looked at incai prjees theii, you would see 
ground liecf for 79 cents a 'pound; pot roast for 65 cents 
a pound; and bacon for 89 cfcnts n pound,
Ffu/cii uuingc juice could be bouHhl lor 20 cents per 
sl.v.mince tin, while California Iclluee was only 39 cents 
for two licnds, Tho.se 48 ounce tins of apple juice — 
Ihey wciu for 39 cents each.
' InllattonV You bet,
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■ CfS a matter of fact ... by pat murphy
What sort of a 
Christmas did you have 
—ho! ho! ho! or 
humbug?
There were a lot of the 
latter and one wonders 
.why. Perhaps it’s 
because Christmas is 
turning into a time of 
impossible expectations. 
We are led up to the 
feast day with weeks of 
propoganda all heavily 
impregnated with hard­
sell commercialism. The 
sacred hymns which 
used to typify the spirit 
J of the season are turned
i into tools for hucksters
§ to unload upon us
li mountains of stuff that
‘11 we don’t really need.
%
I
Pea-brained disc jockeys cynically babble on about 
the joys of Christmas and sharing and love and, in their 
mouths, the words and their meaning become a 
sickening travesty. These Personalities (there are no 
people in radio — they are all Personalities) degrade the 
whole season to the level of the market-place and 
murder the English language in the process.
I am unable to comment on television — we threw our 
set out years ago after having been repeatedly been 
insulted by the commercials — but I’m told that it’s 
only slightly better than radio.
Carols like “Silent Night’’, sung by Mahalia Jackson,' 
when heard infrequently, become a boring drag by 
Christmas Day when they are endlessly dinned into our 
ears in public buildings, shopping centres and, in fact, 
everywhere.
And the toy departments, where once dolls and sleds 
and mechano sets, made of metal, and other toys sturdy 
and strictly related to something which happens in real 
life, are now take over by far-out-space-age fantasy.
Vastly expensive kits which portray monsters, 
elaborately hinged and jointed, space ships and other 
paraphenalia, of Star Wars, are constructed of the 
thinnest, junkiest, immediately — breakable plastic, all 
expensively crated and boxed in garishly-painted 
containers. When the box and its contents are separated 
the former is more valuable than the latter.
But the kids think such toys are great. Programmed 
to within an inch of their young lives by television and 
movies, they are quite detached from reality.
It’s kind of sad really because their inclinations could 
be channelled into more positive directions. My five- 
year-old granddaughter received, among other things, a 
nursing play-kit and this, I was interested to note, was 
the one thing on which she focussed most of her at­
tention. All day long, to the exclusion of other toys, she 
went around taking temperatures, making injections, 
swabbing, bandaging and comforting anyone who 
would remain still long enough to let her care for them.
1 may be wrong but 1 figure that she could relate this
play-acting to something she had seen in life and this 
was her primary concern.
The further we remove our kids from reality the more 
painful it will be for them when they are confronted 
with the sometimes stern facts of life.
I suppose one’s perception of Christmas is a matter of 
attitude and, judging by the above, mine is none too 
good but it seems, in the past few days, I have been 
meeting so many people who found the whole 
Christmas season stressful and worrying. One friend 
said that she made it through on the brink of tears the 
whole time.
And, of course, it’s hard for people who are alone. 
Widows and widowers have a tough time as well as 
married people who are single becaus^c of divorce or 
some other reason. Lots of old people are lonely and my 
thoughts went often to a schizophrenic friend of mine in 
an institution who, in her lucid periods, retains the 
ability to suffer.
This is a pretty negative column but 1 believe it to be 
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BUY A LOT, SAVE A LOT?
lb.
SHORT RIBS
Beof. Bone-In. Thick Cut. [$3.28 kg]........ lb.
BEEF LIVER Slicecl[$3.94kg!.
Skinned & Deveined in Mono Cups..........lb.
BEEF KIDNEY
“For Beef and Kidney Pie" [$1.96 kg].. .
SIDE BACON
sliced. Good Breakfast. Regular or Thick. 1 lb. [454g] Pkg.
BOLOGNA
In the Piece. Olympic. Cry-O-Vac. [$1.96 kg]..................... lb
BOLOGNA
sliced. Safeway or Fletchers. 16 oz. [454g] Pkg.........
MOCK CHICKEN
sliced Loaf. Safeway or Fletchers. 16oz. [454g] Pkg.
Frozen - For Fish & Chips*' [$3.72 kg]..
* Jl.. ...... ]| * ■ •••mS*****m. ................ ■» — . ^ . V 9 <9 ^ V V . V . . # . ......












Lucerne 4 Litre Pack .
1:1'Vv;
'CT:',,, ..
Lucerne;Creamed or 2%. 1 kg tub ... 
Oven joy
Sliced White or 
60% Whole Wheat 24 oz. (680g) pkg.
gt
Skylark.
Plain, Sesaipe, Potato, Package of 12 m
Ice Milk Ou»$1.39
Lucerne Assorted .. ....iCiii Carton JL
COOkieSBusy ^ (907g)5 1
Baker Chocolate Chip m
BEANS with PORK
Scotch Buy ^ tinsX
14 fl. oz. (398 mL). ..... ..; .J
Diced Beets
Town House, Natural or Sweetened,
Scotch Buy. $0 .49
v0ll66 All Purpoie. I lb. |4S4g| Pkg,
Ufl.oz. |390 ml] tin 
j .
Scotch Buy. 07<^UGam uorn uii.oi. 1390mLitin...... .u#
Jelly Powders 173.30.. (BsoiPkg. Sfor^l*®®
Cut beans o*. 139«mL| tlni.., ,fln43^
in Tomato sauce 1 ^tins
Scotch Buy 14 fl. oz. (398 mL),. JL for
ORANGE JUICE
l  
from Concentrate. 48 tl. oz. (1.36L) tin ,
Garbage Bags (66em x91cm] Pk0.ol20 .1
$1.09
Facial Tissue Aiiortod.uoxofaoo......... ..66^
H ll|. Town Houie, 49




Homogenized or Chunk 1.5 kg tin.,,..
25
^ « , Scotch Buy. White.Paper Towels a R.ii p<,ck.g.
Bathroom Tissue Awori?' ■ • 4 Roupko.*!’®®
H. . for Sulodi^ Scotch Buy.Dressing UltreContalner .. .. . ...
GREEN PEAS
Scotch Buy UHt
Assorted. 14 fl. oz. (398 mL) tin . ....... JtJ
Liquid Bleach
Vegetable Oil , ,
Instant Coffee |.,,,,.. ...*4 *’ 
Tea Bags mo • ■..... .....*1
.?P Dog FoodS^;^^^^^^ .S9
MACARONI
Rojdy Cut .. .........,.....]..,X
Scotch Buy ■ 2 *** 25
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B.C. Grown Bulk 
Canada No. 1 Grade (10* kg)
California Grown (44* kg) 
Medium Size (113 > 138)
«100
FnlAril (^olllotnla. 




SlioSO't .......... . 00. 49* Dieffenbachia .98■ Inch, Plan)!, i
«••«««••••••••«•••••O 0•••«• ••••••••••••«•••••o•••••••••••tt•••••••••0•••••tt•••»•«•« f» ••Htt•••••«•0 •••••0 O 0 00 00000
WHITE SALE For all yoar photographic needs
* Scnto Crux. Cannon Rogiilari. Axtorlod .,.,,,.,,.,,,,,........ ........................... .Each
^ Your Cholco of Pkg. of 5 Foe* Clolht. Pkg. of 6 
§ DIth Cloths or Pkg. of 2 Cotton Too Towolt. ■ • • ■




I NTS Ayolloblo from Kodak,
Fu|l or Agfa colour nogatlvoi Jilldoi not lncludod||
All roprlntt In bordorlott motto finish.... . each.
DirTIIDir D®eorol.
I lip I U l\ L No. 440S6 S"x7",,.,.......,. Eoch




*2.49 20 exposure Roll « r * f > ( V I t 4 I » 4 I ( » I r t f




45 mL Container •
20 Pages ....... Each 36 exposure Roll
Shampoo
or Conditioner.
i..XL Wello Bolsam. Assorted.
600 niLContolner • • ■...
Deodorant son ND,i.
250 ml Container ...........................
0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 00 0.00 (10 0 0.0 0 0*0 0 00 00.0.0 00 000000000 0000000.00 0000 000000 00000000 00 000000000 0 0 0 0'# 0 O/O'O^ 0 0 OiO 0 0.00 00 00 00 0:0^0 00 0 0
Prices eHective January 2 to 6 in your Friendly Sidtiey Safe^^^ We r«,ve ihB rW toitaMuantitte^
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To be considered for 
publication, letters to 
the editor must bear 
name and address of 
writer. Requests for 
this information to be 
withheld will only be 
granted in certain 
circumstances. Letters 
are edited for clarity 
and brevity.
Letters to the editor
Value of prevention
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134





Two recent articles in the newspapers dealt with 
apparently separate tragedies which are, in reality, 
related. One dealt with the suicide of a new-born baby’s 
mother; the other referred to the increasing rate of child 
abuse.
What both of these have in common is the message 
that society offers assistance in the form of crisis in­
tervention but not in the form of crisis prevention. Yet 
the latter is necessary in a society such as ours where 
people increasingly must stand alone in coping with life. 
As people conform to the demands of, our modern 
society they find themselves lacking in life-skills as well 
as the traditional support of relatives and friends. Real 
help is often not there just when it is most needed.
Women in the period surrounding childbirth and 
'early child rearing are especially vulnerable to the forces 
of isolation and alienation. Moreover, the myth that, 
motherhood is always wonderful and never difficult 
also compounds the problems of adjustment and 
coping. But frequently the “failure” of the mother (or 
father) is really a failure of society to provide the skills 
and support that are so desperately needed.
One way of combatting this problem can be to 
provide community-based support-group networks for
parents and parents-to-be, disseminating information 
about pregnancy, childbirth, and parenting, as well as 
permitting a sharing of feelings and experiences. The 
result is increased parental competence and the creation 
of supportive relationships.
The effectiveness and cost-efficiency of such an 
approach have already been proven by a local project, 
conducted by a group of concerned parents in Victoria, 
myself included, several years ago. However, without 
any financial support from government, our attempt to 
create such a programme was made but never ac­
complished.
Partly as a result, the B.C. Council for the Families 
capital region branch decided to work towards this goal. 
I strongly urge government, socially-minded 
organizations, and the community to support the efforts 
of the BCCF capital region branch in this area.
If people are truly concerned about child abuse, as 
well .as about pain suffered by parents who feel 
inadequate, they should remember the old adage about 
the value of prevention measured in ounces as opposed 
to cures measured in pounds.
Michiko Lambertson 




We have vacancies in Men’s, Ladies, Mixed and 
Senior leagues.
All dX HALF PRICE for remainder of 
season!
We also have room for new leagues for af­
ternoons, and weekends and 9:00 p.m. Mondays.
PHONE NOW FOR INFORMATION




1050 lyictayish Rd. 
Sidney, B.C.
iV j'
Bilingualism, biculturalism, French immersion, - may 
be better referred to as “submersion” - intended to 
provide a better unity, has certainly caused a great dis­
unity in Canada.
Anyone reluctant to conform to French conversion is 
accused of being anti-French bigots, etc. etc.
Being democratic I prefer to examine both sides and 
especially people’s reasons for their reluctance, and I 
i'ind:-
*The political party in power decreed that Canada is 
to be bilingual and bicultural, definately not the choice 
of the Canadian people in general, who were denied 
their democratic right, to vote on this very important 
issue!
*Who are the Canadian People? The originals are the 
Native Indians and Eskimos, all others are imigrants- 
or dccendants of - from most every nation in the world. 
They have served and contributed to their Canada. They 
have their languages and cultures and what beautiful 
cultures they are. Anyone having attended a 
ihulticultural festival should surely agree.
They have every right to be reluctant to have French 
stuffed down their throats according to the whims of a 
bunch of politicians.
Canada for Canadians, equality and respect for each 
other! Because Canada is not bi but multilingual and 
multicultural and every school (wherever feasible) 
should be offering as a second or third choice the 
language and culture of the local community, rather 
than this French immersion program.
The Conservative government intended to further the 
objectives of multiculturalism but unfortunately they 
were recently defeated by a bunch of children.
To the local school board ■ trustees who opposed 
French immersions, may I assure you that many people 
do not consider you anti - French of bigots, but rather 
responsible, sensible people; who have the: courage of 




installed and maintained without the necessary 
precautions like so many other installations e.g. elec­
trical wiring etc.
Why would people wish to install a wood and coal 
stove in addition to their oil heat system?
Scarcity and price of oil is by now on everybodys 
mind.
In order to save oil one needs a wood and coal 
burning stove - and, of course, a chimney for it. 
Naturally, not a chimney which costs between $ 1,000 or 
$2,000 to build but one which fits into the budget of 
those who find the price of heating oil forbidding. The 
answer to that so far is a metal chimney for their stoves, 
properly installed and maintained according to 
regulations, of course.
Metal chimneys are in use all over Europe; in Europe, 
too, are countless wooden structures. Is B.C. less able to 
devise safety regulations and to use suited materials?
To prevent the installation of wood and coal stoves 
defeats the purpose, namely: saving oil in countless 
hou.seholds.
Not a sweeping ban but the introduction of 
reasonable safety specifications and regulations for the 
installation of metal chimneys is needed. Such 
regulations should not be prohibitive and merely an 
other form of a ban and — should be made public 
before the cold season is over.
E.M. Kaldlenbcr, 




In February 1980, the Burnaby Music Educators 
Association will be hosting the annual conference of the 
BCMEA. The conference is entitled “Odyssey into the 
80s” and will take place Feb. 14, 15, and 16.
The newest ideas and techniques in music education 
will be shared by some extremely talented and well- 
known educators. Clinicians include Jane Frazie, Lois 
Chosky, Jerry McGeorge, and Glenn Montague. In 
total, there will be over 25 conference clinicians offering 
workshops in all areas of music and dance.
An added highlight of the conference will be a concert 
on Feb. IS. This will include an honor band and an 
honor choir made up of students from all over the 
province; A gala banquet and dance will also be held 
Feb. 16.
Conference registration forms will be available at 
each school or from: Grant Lapthorne, music super­
visor, Burnaby school board, 5325 Kincaid St., Bur­
naby, B.C.
Burnaby School Board . ?
:Beautifulbut
1.1 - 2417 Beacon Ave.
GUITAR TEACHING SPECIALISTS
Shortsighted decision
To ban metal chimneys in B.C. because they are 
supposed to be an extreme fire hazard would be a 
onesided and shortsighted decision.
Metal chimneys can be an extreme fire hazard if
At the. town offices of Central Saanich are flown 
i' thre^ flags which! make.a nice display until one examines 
. them. They are (l).Canadian Maple Leaf; (2) B.C.’s 
flag;13) the old Canadian Ensigri^r ; t
■ ' As a matter of protocol, when three flags are flown at 
a public building, they should be: (1) Canadian Maple * 
Leaf; (2) B.C;!s flag; (3) theUnion Jack.
All should be flown on separate poles of the same 
height, and in the order as above from the left to right, ♦ 
looking at the building.
Should another flag be flown, it would be on the 
extreme right.
1 also think it time the old ensign was put in moth­








riiny'm til/ brlghl, Oiigor, im 
ijiHtiilc, litird-worldng tind
invo/vod, They come (rom 
nil ■m.ii»v dl/foro i backgrounds 
and Ihey're nil winnern,.. of 
li e. TelKV'/nvb/ort Scho/arsb/i
lo Si: MIdwfIs Univmmy
School In VIcior/a,
Private Lessons:
Pop, Folk, Jazz, Classical 
Rock or Country ^ ^^ ^
‘/a -Hour per Lesson per Week
Snow Area
Spot Checks
At this time of year and in areas subject 
to heavy snow conditions, you will often 
see special signs requiring that your 
vehicle have good winter-tread tires or 
carry chains or, in some cases, that 
chains bo mounted. For your safety and 




5 Weeks for Absolute Beginners
Gift?, tinrf li'R.if frt'. m.idf (n 
,!>l. M/chanli UnfvttruHy 
Schpal Scholmhip.and Cn- 
downwni fund*, .1401) Kkh’ 
mond Road, VIciodn, P C, 
ViiP •H'S, tiiH.' lii'dinJihfe,
$3^ includes:
« Use of guitar
® Learn popular guitar chords, 
rhythms & finger pickin 
• I hr. group lesson weekly 
» Adults and teens only ^
Lessons Begin Soon!
During the next few weeks,random 
checks will be carried out by the RCMP 
In problem driving areas,mor0 partic­
ularly the Hope-Princeton, theSquarnish 
Highway to Whlstl^al*, the Fraser Canyon, 
but including other sections of road on 
Vancouver Island and the rest of the 
province, subject to snow conditions. 
The operation will bo In conjunction with 
the Attorney-General’s "Counterattack" 
programme, Drivers of vehicles not 
properly equipped may be turned back 
or charged.
V
The Ministry of Transportation and High­
ways if) doing its best to clear snow and 
maintain our roads in winter to make 
thorn safe. Before driving into snow 
areas, make sure you have good winter 
tires and are carrying chains to make 
your vehicle SEife. Watch for snow 
removal equipment, special signing, and 
: please drive carefully. ^ ^
While regular B.C. 
MLAs continue to enjoy a 
lengthy recess from their 
legislative duties young 
hopefuls of the British 
C 01 \i m b i a Youth 
Parliament met for their 
51st session Dec, 27 to 31.
Doug Anderson, 2998 
Mallard, a member of the 
session, recalled Friday that 
his grandfather, Ernest 
Anderson, wasu member of 
the first sc.ssion in 1928.
The BCYP is a service 
organization with a long 
record of social programs 
oriented toward jhe youth 
of the province.
The major program 
debated this year was the 
Camp Phoenix Act, whicli 
provides a Itoliday camp foi 
low income family childrcr 
on ShawnigaiV l ake. The 
program is now in its sixtl 
year,
In past years yotinj 
legislators linvc dcbatcc 
such topics a 
decrimitialization o 
marijuana,^ abortion ant 
compulsory^ biblc rending li 
schools.
Also dcljatcd this yen 
was a National Youtl 
Parliament'Act lending l( 
(he holding of a Nationr 
Youtli Pnrlintncni i 
Ottawa next August.
To enroU, plume DAVE ENGLISH
595-8365 388-9424
Province Of British Columbia
MINISTRY OP TRANSPORTATION AND HIQIWAYS 
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W armth, caring part of the magic
By
DORINEVOLB
A growing and dynamic charge for the 1980s will be the 
mushrooming of volunteer commitments. Everyday, 
people are learning that our life-skills, already accumulated 
by living, count-and count fairly heavily.
A good case in point is happening right here in Victoria. 
Open 24 hours a day and attended by people just like you, 
the NEED Crisis Line thrives on well-trained citizens doing 
their bit. NEED has discovered that many, many people 
can, after a six-week training course, relate and care over
the lines to fellow Victorians.
Here’s how it works.
The volunteer training program at NEED is 
acknowledged as one of the best in Canada. Staffed by 
respected members of the counselling psychology field, 
potential volunteers, after a screening process, are “pUt 
through the paces” in a 35-hour, six-week concentrated 
training program.
This program emphasizes basic counselling and com­
munication skills which volunteers can use both on the lines 
as well as in their own personal lives.
Once on the phones, the skills initially learned by
volunteers are again challenged by a second level training 
program - skill growth is part of the commitment NEED 
volunteers pledge.
Chances are you will never know a NEED volunteer.— 
they are anonymous and agree to stay that way, but the 
warmth and caring they give over the phone is felt by every 
caller — it’s all part of the magic that keeps volunteers at 
NEED and the callers phong in.
If you find yourself looking towards some new 
challenges in the new year, why not consider becoming ;a 
volunteer with NEED? It is an experience that will touch 
you for the rest of your life.
3fetocKtrs(
PROFESSIONAL WATCH 
& RING REPAIRS. 








I These steps will
. u
If often seems that no 
sooner do you get your 
Christmas decorations 
taken down and neatly 
packed away, then the 
credit card bills and loan 
payments for the festive 
season’s spending start 
becoming due.
For many people, buying 
on credit is a convenience 
enjoyed after careful and 
reasonable financial 
planning, and the 
inevitability of the bill 
payments that result from 
consumer credit is accepted 
and respected. But for 
others, credit use can signal 
recurring indebtedness, and 







And the longer a person 
ignores debt problems or 
pretends they don’t exist, 
the worse they tend to 
become.
Consider your credit 
habits for a moment, then 
ask yourself these 
questions:
• Are you confused by the 
many kinds of credit you 
can apply for?
• Do you pay interest and 
service charges on monthly 
charge accounts because
: you can’t pay On time?
• Are you easily tempted by 
offers of easy credit, 
contests^ Tory credit' : cardj
■ holders or cash borrowers;- 
, or Other credit schemes dr; 
solicitations?
• Do you have to borrow 
money to make it from one 
payday to the next?
• Are your creditors 
contacting you for 
payment? Are they 
threatening to sue or 
repossess your car, fur­
niture or television set?
• Have your wages been 
garnisheed to pay for 
outstanding debts?
If you answer yes to any 
of these questions, consider 
your situation again, but 
more carefully this time. 
You may have a debt 
problem or you may be 
heading for one. Whatever 
the reasons for the dif­
ficulties — reduction of 
income, illness or 
emergency, or simply 
unwise use of credit — it’s 
in your best interest to try 
to resolve the problem 
without delay.
Your first step should be 
to examine your financial 
picture in detail, listing 
honestly all income, debts 
and expenses. Can you 
reduce any of your ex­
penses,, other than credit 
payments? You may find 
that some of your income 
ordinarily- used for luxury 
or unnecessary goods and 
services can be diverted into 
additional debt payments.
While this may require 
considerable' determination 
'/ ■ - arid',:’willpower, rnaking a 
■' strict budget and sticking to 
T it may :;bririg the problem 
' Tinder control, and may
even eventually solve it.
If you find this loo 
difficult or confusing a 
task, or if your debt load is 
still unmanageable, you 
should seek debt coun­
selling through a reputable 
community agency or 
through the credit and debt 
branch of the B.C. Ministry 
of Consumer and Cor­
porate Affairs. A debt 
counsellor will review your 
financial position in 
confidence, recommend the 
best action for you to take, 
and continue to assist you 
for as long as necessary, 
until you can better handle 
your financial affairs.
These services include;
• GeneraL counselling on 
managing personal 
finances.
• Preparation of a 
workable budget.
« Mediating disputes be­
tween you and your 
creditors.
• Arranging repayment 
schemes that you can afford 
and that your creditors will 
accept.
• Debt consolidation, in 
which all of your debts are 
consolidated into one 
monthly payment.
• Advising, if necessary, on 
bankruptcy procedures.
‘ To obtain; the services of 
a debt counsellor, contact 
your local comniunity; 
;-information centre, or the 
f local.-/office;? of the ;,B.iC. 
Ministry of Gonsuriier-and 






2354 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 656-5212






^ 1 SPORTS (SUST TYPE) JACKET 
T PR. PANTS OR SLACKS
^ 1 mmm weight sweater




★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
Si ★PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
20% DISCOUNT
ON AU OTHER DRYCLEANING 
AND MINOR REPAIRS
2333 Malaview Ave.










concerned about the 
controversy over metal 
chimneys have received a 
word of reas.surancc from 
the 1 nsurance Corporation 
of B.C.
R.D. Blackburn, vice- 
president of the general 
insurance division, said, 
Monday ‘T would like to 
reassure all our current 
policy - holders with Cla.s.s 
A factory built metal 
chimneys that tlic policies 
;arc not affected by any 
recent discussion on this 
subject.”
ICBC will conliniic to 
accept new applications for 
insurance on homes with 
incial chimneys which 
would othcrwi.se meet ICBC 
iiiKlerwriling standards, 
said Blackburn.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS VIC­
TORY LODGE #63 SIDNEY 
WISHES EVERYONE A VERY 




626 EsquimaH Rd. 
383-8515






DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS.; FRl. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 > 5:30
■ Honnie^ of SIJPEFi'3javings.i/
In Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
& SATURDAY WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARJ
Province of British Columbia
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION AND HIGH WAYS
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION
The Mini.siry of Transportation and Highways. Spanioh Highways District, is 
compiling its Hired nquipment List and advises all plbsonsor companies wishing 
to have their rentable equipment, such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, excavators, 
graders, rollers, scrapers or tractors listed, should coninci the Saanich District 
Office at Stc. 103- 4475 \'icwmont Avemte, Victoria, B.C.
Full details orequiptnent, including serial tuimbcrs, are requit ed for registrution.
O.W. Harper,
Dlsirici Highways Muiuigcr \
GKOUMD BliF I f ,
Fresh Regular
BEEF eilB STEAKS
























Aunt Jemima 61 oz.
PANCAKE MIX
77 Squirrel 1.5 kg.
PEANUT BUTTER
Vbu’TO got it
Maxwell House 1 lb. tin 
COFFEE Filter, Reg., Aut.
Fresh Gr.
LARGE EGGS Doz.
Mac & Cheese^ Bologpa,-Pepperoni, 
Chicken Loaf
When you rely on our solid 
lino-up o( financial services, 




Wo give your money all the 
security it needs ~ and all the 
Interest it deserves. Fact is, all 
credit union deposits and 
Interosl are guaranteed 
without limit.
CREDIT UNIOIIS
over 900,000 members and more 











Royal City 14 oz. 0%




























Insarence Ageota . 
AUTOPLAN 
Eat. 1012 
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
.■ AGENCIES 
2481 Beacon 656-3951 








URGENT — HOMEMAKERS NEEDED. 
Mature persons with own tron- 
sporiotion and good housekeeping 
skills needed to act os members of 
the Health Care Teom serving 
Soonich Peninsulo. Please call 656* 
0134. 54
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, part anu 
full time help needed in Sidney and 
Brentwood Area. Earn obove 
average wages. Phone 478-9566. 24* 
tf
PENINSULA DAY CARE AND PRE* 
SCHOOL. Opening Jon. 2 on East 
Saanich Rd. Full day care and pre­
school facilities. Complete 
educotional program. Competitive 
rates. Full day care. $160 per month 
plus meals. Pre-school, $15 per 






TWO ROOAAS FOR RENT, couples 
only. No children or pets. 652-2234. 4
DUPLEX SIDE BY SIDE, three 
bedrooms, fireplace, must hove 
references. No pets, $435.00 per 
month. Phono 656-4066 or 656-4003. 
52
: SELLING?? ■ ■ 
LISTWITHUS!!





SIDNEY. New building. 2 bdrms, 
$365-$395; one bedroom and den, 
$350-$370: one bdrm, den and loft 
corner. $415. Rent includes cable ond 
woter. Parking, wall-to-wall, drapes, 
security entrance, elevator, near 
bus. Mature adult couple with 
teenager accepted. 656-3060. 50-tf
SANDOWN MOTEL NOW REN'HNG 
weekly ond monthly. FurnisiSed 
deluxe bachelor apartments with 
kitchenettes. Beautiful Brentwood 
Boy, maid service, cable TV. 65'2-* 
1551.
76 FORD HALF-TON. SIOO. 4-spd., 
40.000 miles, good condition. Asking 
$3,200. Ph^'nc 652-2683. 1
PERSONALS
DOUGLAS & GLADYS JACK & FAMILY
wish oil their friends & relatives a 
Merry Christmas & Happy New Year. 
In lieu of cards for now & the future 
we ore making o donation each year 
to the lion's Crippled Children. 1
LOST 0 POUNS
FOUND: YOUNG KITTEN in 
Bradford Avenue area. 656*6841
the
1

















CHAINSAW DEALERS. new or 
established service ond sell 7 model 
professional quality line 40 c.c. to 120 
c.c. Buck H°ven. Box 3134, Trail, B.C. 
Phone 367-9202. 409
OFFICE OR RETAIL SPACE AVAILABLE 
October 1st. 400 sq. ft., second floor 
obove Toronto,Dominion Bonk. 656- 
1141. 37-tf
SAANSCH
BUTLER BROTHERS SUPPLIES LTD. hos 
number of storage lots for rent. 
Each unit lOO'xlSO' will be fenced to 
requirements of tenant. Secluded 








FAMILY REQUIRES 3 OR 4 BEDROOM 
' house for April V or sooner. Period of 
1 yr. ; or , Jess. Prefer Sidney/N.
, Soonich oreo. 656-1708. tf
I LOCAL CONTRACTOR REQUIRES 500- 
l l.OW sq. ft. of shop brea in North or 
I Central Soonich. 656-1708. ’ ^ tf
IIINVESTORSOR 
BUILDERS DREAM!! 
Two duplex zoned lots. 
Located on quiet cul-de- 
sac, seconds away from 
.^c^eanS Fully serviced to lot 
: lines. A must to view. Gall 
Helen Penz at 656-7630 or 




T -the Sidney 
os soon cs possible. 656-7725 
;56-tf.
QUIET MATURE MAN 
requires two v^r 
housekeeptrig suite
MISC.: FOR SALE:
HHOUSE FOR RENT! I 
Lovely three bedroom 
house situated on quiet cul- 
de-sac in Sidney. Two 
bedrooms, bathroom and 
recreational room in 
basement. Occupancy Jan. 
15, 1980. Call Helen Penz 
to view at 656-4000 or 656- 
1636,
pOORSi B.C.'s Lowest prices! Pre­
hung Interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
pre-hung, $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet bl-folds. $I3;90; Canada's 
largest selection. Write or phone for 
further Information lo Walker Door 
Ltd., 266-7211, 1366 GjW. Marine 
Drive, Vancouver. V6P 5Z9 or 985- 
j 9714, 1509 Gordon Avenue, North I Vancouver, V7P 3A5. < tf
TATLpW AND LAUREL 
'A - 1 ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared. 
From $26,500.
Karel Drost 656-2427
DOORS. B.C.'J lowest prices. Pre 
hung Interior, $19.90; solid exterior 
prohung, $49; ponollod doors, $39; 
Deadbolt lock, $9.90; closol bhlolds, 
$13,90. Canada's largest selection. 
Write or phono lor further In- 
tormollon; Walker Door Ltd,, !66 
7211, 1366 S.W, Morino Dr., Von 
couvor, B.C, V6P 5Z9 or 985*9714 
1589 Gordon Ave., North Vancouver, 
B,C.V7P3A5.
IISEAVIEWI! 
Unique .7 ac. property on 
Cartels Point, with 
magnificent scavievv. Level 




Nestled in the trees, this 
totally secluded chalet 
enjoys glorious scavlcws, A 
treat to show. Priced nt 
$155,000. Call Karel Dro.st 
at 656-2427
-CALL US NOW) ; ' 









Excellent townhousc In top 
condition. Lots of closet 
space, plus inside storage 
room and waslier-drycr 




Landsend Rond, top quality 
3 bedroom home on W acre 
lot. Partly developed 





INCOKPORATEI $100 PLUS FILING 
FEES. Incorporolo 'Vouisolf • fasi 
ovoi Ilm tolophono. Our lotms ond 
lyplng sorvkot* am lawyor oppiovod 
Call SoK-Counhol Soivtcoh loll Iron 
112 nOO-663'3035. Chorgox and 
MohlorchprQu appiovod___  47-lf
INCORPORATE! $100 + filing fees. 
We prepore your incorporation 
papers over the phone — fast. For 
more information call THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES. M.B.A. 
LLB, toll-free 112-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area call 687-2442). 
Chorgex and Mastercharge 
welcomed. 38-tf
DIVORCE! $100 -h filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A., LLB, toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver orea coll 
687-2442). Chorgex and Master- 
charge welcomed. - 38-tf
CENTRAL SAANICH greenhouse, 
10.000 sq. ft. for rent to experience 
pot plant grower. 652-4840. 52




Sealed tenders, marked "Tender for 
Project E-7907. Signol & Lighting. 
Installation, Route #17A • Dignan 
Rood to Columbia Avenue, Brent­
wood. British Columbia", will be 
received by the Ministry of Tran­
sportation and Highways at the 
Parlioment Buildings. Victoria, B.C.. 
up to 2:00 p.m. on Thursday the 3rd 
day of January, 1980, and opened iri 
public at that time and date. Tenders 
must be addressed or delivered only 
to 940 Blonshard Street. Victoria, 
B.C.. which Is open from 8;30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except 
holidays.
The work to be performed consists of 
roodway lighting on Route #17A 
between Dignan Rood and Columbia 
Avenue and a traffic signol system at 
Route /^17A and Wallace Drive. All 
luminaire ond signal pedestals, 
junction boxes and underground 
conduit are existing.
Plans ond specifications may be 
obtained from the District Highways 
Monager. Saanich, B.C., without 
charge.
Tenders must be mode out on the 
forms supplied and enclosed in the 
envelope furnished.
No tender wilLbe accepted or con­
sidered which contains an escalator 
clause or any other qualifying 
condition and the lowest or any 
lender will not necessarily be ac­
cepted.,'




Out of automotive crash research at 
Cornell University Medical College has come 
the terrifying picture of what happens to steel 
and glass, flesh and blood, in the split second 
a human being is hurled to eternity. This is 
the slow-motion reconstruction of what 
happens when a car, travelling 55 miles an 
hour, hits a tree.
1/10 SECOND: — Front bumper and chrome 
frosting of the grill collapses. Slivers of steel penetrate 
the tree one-and-a-half inches or more.
2/10 SECOND— Hood crumples as it rises, smashing 
into windshield. Spinning rear wheels leave the road. 
Grill disintegrates. Fenders come in contact with the tree 
forcing rear parts to splay out over the front doors. 
Heavy structural members of the car begin to act as a 
brake on the terrific forward momentum of the 2/2 ton 
body. But the driver’s body continues to move forward 
at the vehicle’s original speed, a force of 20 times 
gravity, his body weighing 3,200 pounds. His legs, 
ramrod straight, snap at knee joints.
3/10 SECOND: — Driver’s body is now off the seat, 
torso upright, broken knees pressing against the dash­
board. Plastic and steelframe of the steering wheel begin
to bend under his terrible death grip. His head is now 
near the sun visor, his chest above the steering column.
4/10 SECOND: — Car’s front 24 inches have been 
completely demolished but the rear end is still travelling 
at an estimated 35 miles an hour. Driver’s body is still 
travelling at 55 miles an hour. The half-ton motor block 
crunches into the tree. Rear of the car, like a bucking 
bourse, rises high enough to scrape bark off low 
branches.
5/10 SECOND: — Driver’s fear-frozen hands bend 
the steering column into an almost vertical position. 
Force of gravity impales him on the steering wheel 
shaft. Jagged steel punctures lung and intercostal ar­
teries. Blood spurts into his lungs.
. 6/10 SECOND: — So great is the force of the impact 
that the drivers feet are ripped from his tightly-laced 
shoes. The brake pedal shears off at the floor boards. 
Chassis bends in the middle, sheering body bolts. 
Driver’s head smashes into the windshield. Rear of the 
car begins its downward fall, spinning wheels digging 
into the ground.
7/10 SECOND: — The entire, writhing body of the 
car is forced out of shape. Hinges tear. Doors spring 
open. In one last convulsion the seat rams forward, 
pinning the driver against the cruel steel of the steering 






Owner Wiir Dorman gives, 
personal attention to all' 
orders. Phone 656-47.54
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Posernen) and cleon-up jobs. Phone 
5S2*<I035.’ 37*l»
mmi SERVICES s 
EQEIPMEHT EOS SUE
LAW CENTRE lEGAl AID' CLINIC, 
Mondoys, ' 1:45 to 4:30 p.in. 
Appointments only. Phone656*1247. 
30*tf. ■
Are you an armchair 
athlete with a guilty con­
science? A jaded jogger or a 
frustrated footballer? Is 
your swimming sluggish 
and fitness flabby? Then 
UVic physical education 
professor Martin Collis has 
a new album out and it may 
be what you need.
Irreverent and funny, the 
album, Fit to Sing, a 
compendium of songs 
written and sung by Collis 
to brighten up his lectures, 
pokes fun/ at just about 
everything froni what can 
happen to the equipment- 
crazy fitness fanatic (in 
Fitness Fanatic Blues),to the 
ij a c k s 1 i d i f j p g g e r- (i n
Starting orrSlonday);/ 
There/ is/a/ serious side
however. In Run Johnny' 
Run and Claudia Song, 
Collis sings about his 
personal experiences 
teaching kids phy.sical 
education when the odds 
seemed stacked against 
them. Serious ballads; they 
show what persistence and 
hard work can do for self­
esteem on the one hand, 
and reveal a little of Collis’ 
own philosophy about the 
role of physical education 
in the overall social and 
emotional development of 
kids on the other.
. The musical style ranges 
from ballads to rock ‘n roll 
and country and western,
: but the overall theme 
remains the same 
t h r o u g h o u t: d e v e 1 o p a
lifestyle that is in touch with 
the needs of the body, and 
enjoy doing it.
Collis recorded the album 
Victoria with backupm
from Canadian studio 
musicians.
Released on Nov. 15, 
Collis’ album has already 
sold to the North Van­
couver school district for 
distribution throughout 
their schools, and to the 
B.C. Heart Foundation for 
distribution on Vancouver 
Island. Bulk orders can be 
arranged through Collis, 
and single copies can be' 
ob tai n ed at the : U Vi c 
Bookstore. /^t /
In Indonesia, USC Canada is supporting a leadership 
course in the Credit Union Counselling Office (CUCO). 
The basic training course is intended to educate credit 
union officers and motivators in credit union affairs. ; 
Most loans in this area are for small scale vendors or for 
family emergencies such as medical expenses and school 





The Corporation of 
^ the District of 
Central Saanich 
P.O.Box 26,
Saanichton, B.C, VOS IMO 
Telephone 652-4444
12 LEFT. BRAND NEW Mota! 
nowstands, never used, sol up for 15c 
but can be chongod. Ideol for 
community newspapers. Wo have 12 
,of thoso nowstands for solo at $100. 
loach. Write Times Printing ' and 
Publishing. 1422 Pembroke Ave,,. 
North Vancouver V7P 251 or phorie 
9fl07531 days. 922-7761 evenings. 13- 
tl ■
NOTICE
FOR SALE) 3 ipood Raloloh bicycin In 
Rood condition, $40, 656*3503 , 52
FRESH FREE RANGE EGGS, unilind, 
95(; (lor dojan. 652*3501,  2
VEAL— ONLY 12 QUALITY CALVES 
LEFT, Holvo and wroppod, $2.29 por 
li). MV 3501, V
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR ™ loom 
bow lo knil. 10 loiioni $15, Kobn't
WoolcrolU. 656*2276 ____ _ __2
WHITR”BiJFFAlO WOOL loTIiTdion 
twontor* ll ovnilnblo at Kobo'* 
WouIcKilli, 9940 511)51.656*2276, 2
ONiTAIRTuilil'ESS 4-PlY liiow'ilioi, 
7(1*14 on Dixlgo rlmi, onoyoor old 
nnd olio 'V olbur tubniiiii llioi inmii 
liljo. Tolol prico $50, IMionn 652*4579,
HAVCAHT DRYER, $150 or bade lor 
potlablo ilryor, 6^*0214, I
271 OM DII$El POWER UNIT with 
clulth Pat ID" odflor wllh l»«rl rolitjri 
nnd ibndow IIqI'I txrullnnl ron^ 
cllllon. Phono 695 6635 nvonintji. i
1174 KINWORTH WE24T7A TRACTOR,
SrN 1192354, <./w OM BV9SN power 
HTO, 12515 Irani, 44,000 roar wndi, 
Sib wboel SI 100 elacl. icoloi, cab 
iyuard, $24,000; Phono 747.1691, 
Queinol, B.C, . I
Mist, wjira
l«JMMIl7(0a?illut7d pla'iei; Hoyol
prjilon Flmmii ond Toby Jwq* 
iMIlllarla Swordt, noYrmeli, Rodoei 
ondMeilol*. 303 0405; 306 0911. lO K
Prolaiilonol Muilc Initrudlon on 
organ, piano, guitar and accordion
Oroupi and prlval* lor allagai, lann 
Copaiond Mutic Canira,
663-4BI3




9773 ■ Slh .S), 
656-5541
Thu largeM one stop 
liiinipmuiil Ruiiiiil Yiii'd on 
Iho Siiiuiicli I’cninsiilii, 
Am liori/eil Lluiilur for 
lOUO, l.AWNUOY aiH| 
SNAIM'I'R.






Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association Christmas 
draw winners: W. Jones 
won a turkey; Bill Murphy, 
a ham; R. Aitchison, a 
turkey; Newfeldt, turkey 
and C. Constable won a 
Christmas tree.
Be a Friend for Life!
PgASi SUPPORT YOUR 
SIDNEY KINSMEN GlOb"
Teiidors are Invited for the purchase 
ol Municipal equipment os follows; 
Tandem Dump Truck 
1967 GMC-401 V6 
5 and 4 Transmission 
Carter Box
A proposal for a new 
one-storey clubhouse at 
Sandown racetrack has 
been tabled by North 
Saanich council until a
ISOC.F.M.Air 
Comprossor 
1974 Holman on Wheels 
For full information ond 
arrangomonli to view plooso contact 
the undersigned.
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted.







report from the B.C. Land 
Commission is received.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
said the land is within the 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
and therefore must be 
considered by the land 
commission first.
The new clubhouse will 
be 66 feel by 100 feet and 
made of concrete blocks 
and structual steel, ll will 
replace the old wooden 
concession stand.
Sherwood said ihul since 
the underlining zoning for 
the land is rural, council 
will have to consider if a 
non-farming huilding will' 
be pcrniitietl,
















THE CANADIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY 
Kinsmen Club of Sidney
Am lull i/,etl 
, War runty 
Service Cciilfe,
MUSICAL INOTRtIMENTS
WAYNI't WAOON WHEIl STORE. 
7174 Watt Saanich Ril, Hronlwood 
Boy, B.C, 652.3321. Buy,. Soil * rrada. 









ionOtenpinfl ': olio gardan 
Coll Cbodot VoiJbin, t!>6'15',l5,oll»i $ 
run; „ '■■/ ' ■ ■ 1,0 ll.
J.J, mcom CENTRE. $1.00 oil on nil 
IP* anil Uipot ovnr $7,9n, 2409 
fl.iacfjn Av«,. Llppar Moll, fildnuy. 
Mirim.
U$tD ORGANS miCtD TO UtAR.
Ilaininomi l-lOO $1405, Elacirnbofn* 
Kiriinr $89,9, Yiirnnhn B.3 $595, 
Thnmai Mnnllcollo $4250, All ar* In 
•*tnll»nt *hap« and torry a 
wnironly, Don'i (nioal fligan laMoni 
bufwloa, ,
l.nnn Copaiond Muilr Canli* 






"Solar energy in 
stallalions in Victoria" will 
be the topic of a slide show 
and talk Jan. 8 at the 
regular meeting of 
Victoria Chapter of 
Solar Energy Society 
Canada Inc. .
Gil Parker, a Victoria 
engineer who founded nnd 
manages Arc Solar 
Products on Quadra Street, 
will clescfibo many of the 
more than 15 different solar 
heating systems he has 
installed in Victoria over 
the past year “■ systems 
ranging from domestic hot 
water nnd swimming pool 
heating systems to Tull scale 
space heating systems nnd 
combinations of the above.
A dO-mimite film -» 
"The Hottest Show on 
Earth" — will also be 
shown. ■' " ■ '' /
The meeting, which starts 
at 7;JU p.m., is held at the 
Windsor Park Pnvilllon, of 
Newport Avenue, in Oak
For further Information 
phone 3a4..590S.
Central Snnnicli senior 
citizens met in the Lion's 
Mall on East Sannicli Road 
in December, when a short 
business meeting was held. 
W. Fischer, director of 
parks and rccrcntloh in 
Central Saanich, talked to 
the group about its future 
plaiis and chairman Ken 
Garland gave a brief resume 
of the group’s activities 
todnte. ,
Garland urged members 
to "spread the word" that a 
senior citizen's group exists 
and interesting future plans 
are underway for 1980 to 
wliich all "seniors" ill the 
municlpnlliy were invited to 
attend.
Following carol singing 
nnd n social houT, a 
Clirisimns ten was prepared 
under the leadership of 
Mrs, Gilmore and Mrs. 
E,Jensen, ,
The next meeting will be 
held at the Lion's Hall, Jnn. 
10 at 2 p.m. Guest speaker 
will ' be Mr.s. Mary 
Pnnkowskl. director of 
James liny New Horizons. 
Transportniion can be 
provided for aityonc who 
needs ll;
For more Information 





















^ Over the years there have been many '
improvements in Funeral service and it is 
wise to choose McCalVs, For dignified 
service, up-to-date facUitks and long 
experience. One-level convenience, air- 






















































Fresher• o  
Shop 
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1980 schedule will 
stretch Panthers




























All types of brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repoir your old 













•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 















Painting & Decorating Accountants
G. & W.
Landscaping, Ltd.
Residenloit, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT






•Small Business Accounts M-tl
Complete Home 
Construction 
Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Dryrvall 








“Big or small 




Alterotions/Additions - Cabinets 
Borns, Goroges, Finishing
BLUE ARMY





















BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES































- PATCHING SRECIAllSTS ■■■ PRICE 























and Tractor Service 


























RON SHEARER — 656-5077 
9333 Maryland Dr!;
Dcsicue.c. /buiLDte.
ctsiPtHTHt. c/.s.cvj/ro,m'>jii . 
CtGiPtJJTiiL GXMEoCHc 




Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 








Who hot a k«y to your door?





























Quick — tidy — Elllcloiil
ROOFING
SAM "The" Roofer I



















; Spccialists in:, ;
V Antiques, C 
Tiifting&Fluting
■\:i'f:'652-L59nLc
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING 8 WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED ; 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
P.J. HYLAND
Sidney B.C. 656-6022
The Parkland Panthers boys’ basketball squad kicks 
off its 1980 regular season schedule Jan. 8 at 8 p.m. 
when they meet Mt. Douglas Rams here in Sidney.
For the Panthers, Vancouver Island champions last 
year, the 1980 regular season promises to be a tough one 
— if their exhibition record earlier this year is any in­
dication.
The Panthers have looked dismal in the exhibition 
schedule, struggling with all but the very weak teams, 
and coming nowhere near their level of performance of 
last year.
John Ibbotson, the six-foot, five-inch centre and 
team captain, has been carrying much of the load so far 
this season — and inconsistently at that.
If the club is to be a real contender in the Victoria 
league and for the Island championship again this year 
it needs top performances from all team members, and 
particularly the other two regular players from last 
year’s squad — Dexter Williams and Alan Bonn.
Despite its poor performance .so far this year, the 
Panthers will have a real shot at the Victoria League title 
mainly by virtue of a weaker league this year.
The top club so far has been Belmont, but that team is 
playing less than .500 ball and has been far from out­
standing.
The once-feared Oak Bay Bays have also dropped in 
estimation this season by virtue of their 98 - 48 mauling 
at hands of the Nanaimo Islanders, but should still be 
tough in the southern league.
Mt. Douglas, Parkland’s first opponent in league 
play, could be the dark horse. Though boasting only 
one returnee from last year’s club, Mt. Douglas has an 
array of solid grade 11 students.
Then there’s the Victoria High Totems who have two 
starters back from last year, but have not been par­
ticularly impressive over tough teams thus far.
Finally, Spectrum rounds out the six team southern 
island league, but shouldn’t be much of a contender 
with a miserable 3 and 13 won-loss ;record prior to 
Christmas.
So the Panthers, despite a poor start, have a chance to 
again make it to the Island championships — played this 
year at the University of Victoria Feb. 28 through 
March 1.
Before starting the regular season, Parkland plays Pt. 
Alberni here Friday and then meets Bulleen Saturday at 
Dunsmuir.GametimeisSp.m.
SIDNEY GLASS
: Marino, Auto & So?»ty GUi»f 
.Window Clots > Mirrors ■
’ Wlndshlolds Instollod ' 
insurance Claims 
Promptly Handled













GovornmonI corllflod tochniclon 
with 35 yoars expurionce in 
Electronic Molntonanco and 
Repairs.








I LONGTIME I 
I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, • 
I cabinets anti built-ins, j 
I rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job ioo l 
j small. I
I Renovate und Save |
ROY’S ALLHAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
10134 McDunulti Park Rd.
___ 656-7023
FAC'TORV AmilORI/F.n REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. SIKRN DRIVE ■ JOHNSON AND 
i;VTNRUl)i: OUTHOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE-:':-















To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 



























Stool 8 Aluminum MIg Welding, 



















A & B BOAT TOPS
. Complwit. Boni Uphrrlstory 
Convns lliwi Topn 
Cotripor Cushions 
Rnrmlrs



























Populor nirti , 
Knntniifir Vniuiim 









Duct work, Chimneys, 







RIPAIRI AND TUNE,UM, 
TaWNMOWERS, ROTOTIELCRS 
ANDOUTIIOARDI
Wm huy old and itill rtreotv 
dltlonud lowrirmiwotf, ntc, Froo 
















Sidney Clean-Up , 
Service
J Garbage Disposal 
Serving Sidney, Ccniral 
k North Saanich, 
656-1920
A L ICE'S 
DRESSMAKING
M»n‘*<tadU|, Chlldroni 
•Allorotlon. ^ ‘Ropolt* 
Profio.






SIDNIV'I ONE ITOP 
PARTY 6IIOP
656-1311
PIANO TUNER & REPAIRS 




• ON .SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• AI».IIJHT A VOICE hammers
ACTION A SOUND Sl-RVICETO 
PUBLIC-TEACHERS,
SCHOOL Ol- MUSIC, CLUBS& CHURCHES
6950 WALLACE DR., IIRENTWOOD HAY
AJ'AX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS 




IliffIB ' llutler Ilros.' 
BlrtPor E«|itipmcnl




A(»a lltiullng. Wi|ld»llvi.ron»1r) 








Woolot lor JtKuii, t'um)).. W* 
toll, lorvicft ond Inilnll, ..
Opor.ll»06yi«VYi«V
612-4412
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT L
: tHE; MAYFAiR ::HQT^
still only from $21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost. : ,
Free parking . f J 
: Downtown Ideation
Weekly, monthly & family
Tratesr'T :i.\
For brochure and reservations write;
.’THE MAYFAIR HOTEL,.,.
845 HornbvSt..yoncowv*r.B.C.y6Z IV1 or Phon»ar0oM4>M7,‘8751.’vi|
'SNetcotm'TO
QBYSSHI




: at ■ S's:
THE ODYSSIA^^^^^^^
Hours: 11 a.m. * 2 a.m. MoiL-Sat.
' n n rn , - MIrt. Stindavs
'Will'.






CHILDREN AWARE OF NEED 
The International Year of the Child is drawing to a 
close. A group of children from Fincher Creek, Alberta, 
commemorated the year by sending USC Canada a 
colourful patchwork quilt. On each square they had 
drawn scenes depicting flower gardens, happy faces, the 
Canadian flag and other imaginative designs. “Please 
.send this quilt, with our love, to someone in another 
country who needs it’’, they wrote. USC headquarters is 
located at 56 Sparks Street, Ottawa.
When you don’t buckle up ;




Don't miss this opportunity 
to supplement your wardrobe
The most recent in a series of province-wide 
surveys on the use of seatbelts has been 
completed by the Insurance Corporation of 
B.C. and results confirm that there has been 
no significant improvement in the serious 
decline of seatbelt usage reported last spring.
Hugh Earle, road safety manager for the 
corporation, .says to his dismay the use of 
.seatbelts in the province continues to stay at a 
low level. “While the number of people 
buckling up has not generally increased 
throughout the province, this latest survey 
indicates that usage is far less in areas outside
of Vancouver and Victoria than it is in those 
metropolitan centres.” Seatbelt usage became 
mandatory under law in September 1977.
The survey indicates no consistent dif­
ference in weekday versus weekend usage, or 
rush hour traffic versus non-rush hour traffic. 
There is strong evidence that females use 
seatbelts more than males and there is clearly a 
relationship between the year of manufacture 
and seatbelt usage.
Earle pointed out that fatalities are up 7 per 
cent and injuries are up 11 per cent over the 
same period last year.
“I see a definite relationship,” he said, “be­
tween the decline in the use of seatbelts and the 
increased number of injuries and fatalities this 
year.”
He referred to a recent study of about 800 
hospitalized accident victims in the Vancouver 
area, which shows that “non-belted occupants 
had a 23 per cent greater severity of injury 
than those who were belted.”
Earle predicted that unless more people — 
drivers and passengers alike — go back to 
fastening their seatbelts, the pattern of injury 
and death on our roads will continue.
Skirts, pants & blouses — a good 
selection of pant suits, dresses (long and 
short). Sweaters and coats. Housecoats 
and loungewear.

















9825 - 3rd St. ‘ 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5


















4450A West Saanich Rd.







If Central Saanich 
aldermen are given the 
choice between cutting 
down trees and the safety of 
youngsters from Stelly’s 
school — the trees will go.
Aid. Percy Lazarz and 
members of the public 
works committee may have 
to make this choice after a 
presentation in December. 
Delegations about the 
safety of students on 
Central Saanich roads are 
“old hat” to aldermen but 
the presentation was given a 
new aspect when students 
from Stelly’s, Barb Doney 
and Juanita Jones, made a 
case for 'the safety of 
students. :
Their presentation was 
supported- by a video 
display which graphically 
illustrated the dangers for 
youngsters on the section of 
Sfelly’s X Road between the 
school and Wallace Drive.
The students pointed but 
that dhe year ago a student 
on a bicycle 'was hit by a car 
on this stretch and in 
SeptembeH?qf’-this year a 
girl, biie Of-tvvb walking on 
the road, ivfrhs hit by the 
extended mirror on a truck 
cab when The driver was 
blinded by'suiilight rising 
over Stelly’sihill. i
“It’s our contention that 
this stretch of road is totally 
unsafe for two cars meeting 
each other let alone with the 
addition of cyclists and 
pedestrians,” the girls said.
The question was chewed 
over for a long time by 
aldermen who recalled that 
the merits of a gravel versus 
a cement walkway had been 
endlessly discussed ■— and 
gravel chosen.
The farmer who owns the 
land adjacent to the road 
has offered to give a strip of 
his property for a walkway 
and so remove it entirely 
from the road — but only 
on condition that the trees 
cut down. This the
SIDNiY FWEPLACE
WOOD HEAT SPECIALISTS 
SERVING THE PENINSULA
are
municipality may be forced 
to do.
“1 suppose it comes 
down to that,” said Aid. 
Frank Waring. “Which is 








9788 - 2nd St., Sidney 9 5 Mon. to Sat 656-3831
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities While Stock Lasts,;
Pric^ Effective 
Jaauaiy 2-6, 19^"
Grade ’A’ Beef CKuck
BLADE ROAST











Maple Leaf 6 oz.
COOKED HAM
Schneider Reg. or All Beef








guest speaker Frozen Peas
The Peninsula Com­
munity Association will be 
holding their annual general 
meeting Tuesday, Jan. 8 in 
Sancha Hall starting at 8 
p.m.
The meeting, the most 
important of the year, will 
feature honourable Hugh 
CiirtLs, provincial finance 
minister and MLA for 
Sanniclvond the Islands, u,s 
guest speaker.
McCain’s If Alt










Review Zhe Whet you neid rioht now it a halpino hand..
Ho HUM 1(1 Rot In toiiuh 
with tho Wt'Icnmo Woiion 
IuimU-mh. :ili(i run liiT|i ynvi 
got lr» kimw your now com­


















1 1 Litre Bll.
>1"
. Pacific Snapper
y Rupert's Flip 'n Fry 
1 16 oz. Pkg.
1





J Mot or Mild *





1 Cillfdrnie Fancy 163’s
ORANGES 5..*1”
California No. 1 24's
[inm •«ch39*
1 Florida 48's
1 GRAPEFRUIT 5J1“ Canada No. 1 FreshBULK CARROTS 3 lbs 39^ j
J'.:':
